1. Goal
With every project a key challenge we have to face is always
planning - what an App should be and what could it become in
the future. In CarQ it has a special meaning because we are
expanding it up to this day and changes are signi cant. Portal,
that was a place to check information about vehicles evolved,
so now you can use your phone to scan aztec codes and be
sure you nd the right vehicle faster than usual or even sell
your car and generate a sale and purchase agreement.
Because we started to go more around users - we had to
focus on data security, performance and seamless UX.
carq.pl

Scope
Web Development
DevOps & Cloud
Digital Product Design
Quality Assurance

Key Challenges

Bluemedia payment integration

Aztec codes reader

Extracting data from external services

Automatic updates from CEPiK

Admin Panel

Data variety

Widget-maker for website

Autonomic selling platform

Sales Agreement generator

2. Solution
This way of development had to be backed with attractive and
easy to use Interface. Thanks to Vue.js and CSS it was
possible to deliver light and intuitive layouts. We love to use
Ruby on Rails so this technology was used to cover logic and
the backend of Application, and thanks to Ruby’s clarity and
support - all the new ideas to improve carQ can be
implemented without problems and with up to date tools.

Technologies
Vue.js

Sidekiq

Ruby

CoffeeScript

AWS Services

Docker

Dobry Wzór 2019
The oldest contest for the best projects, services and
products. In 2019 carQ was one of the laureates. This is
especially encouraging, as we know that we are going in the
right direction with design, performance and utility.

3. Effect
This way of development had to be backed with attractive and
easy to use Interface. Thanks to Vue.js and CSS it was
possible to deliver light and intuitive layouts. We love to use
Ruby on Rails so this technology was used to cover logic and
the backend of Application, and thanks to Ruby’s clarity and
support - all the new ideas to improve carQ can be
implemented without problems and with up to date tools.

Workflow
Curious how we deliver? Not a big secret. We are
putting exactly the same care about starting the
project - making sure that we are on the same
page before coding and finishing it, so you are left
with a complete, working product.

More than 2 millions reports
2,353,209 - until today October 10, 2020
We are happy to see that so many reports have already been prepared, but
what’s most important for us - performance of carQ wasn’t wavered
by the time.

About CarQ
We are glad that we can collaborate with people like Tomasz. To deliver
working functionalities, one of the most important aspects is a plan - vision,
but also a precise description on how the next tool should work, look like
etc. We are happy to say that with carQ everything goes smooth, and
everybody always knows what is the goal and what should be done in the
project thanks to clarity and great communication.

Netkodo is a team of professionals who have cooperated with us on our key project - a
complex and multidimensional automotive platform Carq.pl - since 2017.
The ability to determine client’s needs and offer appropriate technologies that fit the
business task is their supreme asset.
I’m delighted to recommend Netkodo to any entrepreneur.

Tomasz Rogalski
CEO

